The prediction of wildfire occurrence is an important component of fire management. We have developed probabilistic daily fire prediction models for a Mediterranean region of Europe (Cyprus) at the mesoscale, based on Poisson regression. The models use only readily available spatio-temporal data, which enables their use in an operational setting. Influencing factors included in the models are weather conditions, land cover and human presence. We found that the influence of weather conditions on fire danger in the studied area can be expressed through the FWI component of the Canadian Forest Fire Weather Index System. However, the prediction ability of FWI alone was limited. A model that additionally includes land cover types, population density and road density was found to provide significantly improved predictions. We validated the probabilistic prediction provided by the model with a test data set and illustrate it with maps for selected days.
Introduction
Predicting the occurrence of wildfire incidents is an important component of fire management. Due to the uncertainties in the influencing factors, as well as to random effects in the fire process, such a prediction must necessarily be probabilistic. Various probabilistic models are proposed in the literature, including Poisson models (Cunningham & Martell 1973 , Mandallaz & Ye 1997 , Syphard et al. 2008 , logistic regression (Vasconcelos et al. 2001 , Preisler et al. 2004 , Kalabokidis et al. 2007 , Syphard et al. 2008 , Chuvieco et al. 2009 , Arndt et al. 2013 , multiple regression (Sebastián-López et al. 2008 , Oliveira et al. 2012 , neural networks (Vasconcelos et al. 2001 , Vasilakos et al. 2009 ) and Bayesian networks (Dlamini 2009 ). Recently, machine learning algorithms have been found to be well suited to modeling and predicting fire occurrences, due to their greater flexibility compared to classical regression analysis. In particular, the Maxent (maximum entropy) algorithm (Parisien & Moritz 2009 ) and methods based on decision tree learning, such as the random forest algorithm (Massada et al. 2012 , Oliveira et al. 2012 , have been applied. The choice of the appropriate model depends on the influencing factors selected and their spatial and temporal resolution, as well as the purpose of the model prediction.
Past probabilistic models of fire occurrence use weather factors, anthropogenic factors or combinations thereof as explanatory variables (Plucinski 2012) . The effect of climatic factors is often represented by components of the Canadian Forest Fire Weather Index System (CFFWIS - Martell et al. 1987 , Wotton et al. 2003 , Ager et al. 2014 , Venäläinen et al. 2014 . In these studies, the temporal resolution is daily and the spatial resolution is regional, ranging from 1 to several km 2 (except Venäläinen et al. 2014) . Although CFFWIS was originally developed for Canadian climates and vegetation, it is commonly used for predicting fire occurrence in the Mediterranean (Viegas et al. 1999 , Camia & Amatulli 2009 , Venäläinen et al. 2014 . Still, this necessitates that the CFFWIS indicators, in order to categorize fire danger level (e.g., low, moderate, high), be adjusted to the specifics of the Mediterranean climates (Moriondo et al. 2006 , Giannakopoulos et al. 2011 , Dimitrakopoulos et al. 2011 , Venäläinen et al. 2014 .
Various studies have looked into the combined effect of weather and anthropogenic factors (Cardille et al. 2001 , Pew & Larsen 2001 , Amatulli et al. 2006 , Kalabokidis et al. 2007 , Syphard et al. 2008 , Vilar et al. 2010 , Padilla & Vega-García 2011 , Miranda et al. 2012 , Oliveira et al. 2012 , Martínez-Fernán-dez et al. 2013 . The temporal resolution of these studies is seasonal or yearly, and thus the weather factors include mean, minimum and maximum temperatures, as well as cumulative precipitation. Common explanatory variables representing anthropogenic influences are population density, land use, distances to human-built infrastructures (Catry et al. 2010) . However, many additional variables were studied, e.g., distance to campground (Chou & Chase 1993) , holidays (Mandallaz & Ye 1997) , ownership of housing (Cardille et al. 2001 ), proximity to urban areas and roads (Romero-Calcerrada et al. 2008 , Ager et al. 2014 , unemployment rate (Oliveira et al. 2012) , rural exodus by means of population decrease (Martínez-Fernández et al. 2013) , and hiking trail density (Arndt et al. 2013 ). The spatial resolution in these studies varies from cellular (1 km 2 grid -Pew & Larsen 2001) to regional.
The aim of this paper is the development of a daily probabilistic model for fire occurrences in Mediterranean climates, which includes both natural and anthropogenic factors. Such a daily predictive model with fine spatial resolution can eventually be helpful as a fire management tool. Here, we show that the fire risk prediction at the mesoscale can be improved with readily available data on weather and anthropogenic factors, combined with a sound probabilistic model. In the proposed model, the potential influence of weather conditions is represented by the Canadian Forest Fire Weather Index System (CFFWIS - Van Wagner 1987) . The anthropogenic influence is represented through spatial variables such as land cover type and road density, which was found to be a relevant indicator of fire occurrence in Amatulli et al. (2006) , Syphard et al. (2008) and Oliveira et al. (2012) . The model is based on Poisson regression. Its results are daily maps of fire occurrence rates with 1 km 2 spatial resolution. The use of readily available data make the model easy to integrate into existing fire prediction systems. This can improve fire occurrence predictions due to the high spatiotemporal resolution (daily, 1 km 2 ) of the proposed model and the incorporation of both weather and anthropogenic factors.
The model is applied to the island of Cyprus, where the model parameters are calibrated from observed fire events. Cyprus is part of the Eastern Mediterranean region, which is drier and warmer than the more commonly studied areas of Spain, Southern France and Northern Italy. The data is separated into a learning set and a validation set, which allows to investigate the predictive power of the proposed model. It is found that the best prediction can be achieved by combining the natural and anthropogenic factors. The main factors describing anthropogenic influences are found to be land cover, population density and road density.
Methodology

Canadian Forest Fire Weather Index System
The Canadian Forest Fire Weather Index System (CFFWIS -Van Wagner 1987) was first introduced across Canada in 1971 and is meanwhile adapted in several national fire danger estimation systems (Taylor & Alexander 2006 , Camia & Amatulli 2009 Probabilistic model for predicting fire occurrence Fig. 1 summarizes the proposed probabilistic model by means of a Bayesian Network (BN). In the BN, probabilistic dependence among the variables is represented graphically by means of arrows. This makes it convenient not only for graphical communication of the model but also for quantitative probabilistic modeling. For these reasons, BN are increasingly applied for risk assessment of natural hazards, e.g., for wildfire occurrence (Dlamini 2009 ), rockfall hazards (Straub 2005) , avalanches (Grêt-Regamey & Straub 2006) , tsunamis (Blaser et al. 2009 ) and earthquakes (Bayraktarli et al. 2005 , Kuehn et al. 2011 , Bensi et al. 2014 . For a detailed introduction to BN, the reader is referred to Jensen & Nielsen (2007) .
The BN in Fig. 1 models daily fire occurrence in a cell of 1 km 2 , which is the spatial unit of this study. In the application presented in this paper, there is no difference between the BN model and the regression model. In fact, we use a regression approach to estimate the parameters of the BN model as explained later. However, when using the model for prediction, not all explanatory variables may be known with certainty. The BN allows modeling them as random variables, with a known distribution. As an example, the forecasted weather variables will be uncertain, which can be directly implemented in the BN.
In the presented study, data is available for all weather variables as well as all yellow variables. All these variables are continuous, with the exception of "land cover", which has labeled states that are related to fuel type (e.g., forest, natural grasslands, olive groves, artificial surface, etc.). The orange variables are defined by the CFFWIS functions (see above). For given values of the weather variables, they are defined deterministically.
The fire occurrence rate λ, which is defined as the mean number of fires per day and km 2 , is estimated from the data. In our model, it is a function of land cover, human population density, road density and FWI. The variable "fire occurrences" N 0, 1, 2, … is the number of fires in one cell ∈ on one day. For a given daily fire occurrence rate λ, the number of fires follows a Poisson distribution, assuming independence among fire events for given occurrence rate. The conditional probability of observing n fires given λ is thus (eqn. 1):
where n = 0, 1, 2, …, λ [Nr. Fires day -1 km 2 ] is the mean occurrence rate and α = 1 km 2 is the area of the cell.
Observations of N are used to estimate λ based on eqn. 1, as described in the next section.
Poisson regression
The response variable is the number of fire occurrences N, which is a random variable described by the Poisson distribution with rate λ. This motivates the use of the generalized linear model of the Poisson regression for estimating λ (Mandallaz & Ye 1997) . The rate λ is related to the explanatory variables x = [x1, …, xk] by means of the link function (eqn. 2):
where β = [β0, …, βk] is the vector of regression coefficients. This link function ensures that λ is a non-negative real number. The mean occurrence rate is then given as (eqn. 3):
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Changing one of the explanatory variables from xi to xi+Δx, while keeping all other fixed, leads to a relative change in λ of (eqn. 4):
In the numerical investigations, several models are examined, which differ in the selection of the explanatory variables x. These are selected from a set of variables describing land cover, human population density, road density and components of the CFFWIS. Land cover is a categorical variable; therefore, a separate binary variable xi is defined for each of its categories. This variable takes value 1, if the land cover in this area belongs to this category, and value 0 otherwise.
Maximum likelihood estimation
Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) is applied to determine the coefficients β. For the Poisson regression model, the likelihood function follows from eqn. 1 as (eqn . 5): where md is the number of days with observations and ma is the number of spatial units with observations, nij is the number of fires observed on day i in the area j, xij are the values of the explanatory variables on day i in the area j.
The MLE is found as the value of β that maximizes L(β|n) (eqn. 6):
No analytical solution to this optimization problem exists. Numerical optimization must be applied. For this purpose, it is convenient to express the optimization problem in terms of the log-likelihood instead (eqn. 7):
In the numerical investigations, the simplex search method and the quasi-Newton method are used to solve eqn. 7, as implemented in the Matlab functions fminsearch and fminunc. The simplex search method is found to not converge in the models that include the categorical variable "land cover".
Diagnostics
To compare different models, the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) is employed (Akaike 1974) . The AIC allows to compare models of different complexity. It is defined as (eqn. 8):
where ln L(βMLE|n) is the maximum log-likelihood and (k+1) is the number of coefficients βi of the model. The first term in the AIC accounts for the likelihood of the model, the second term punishes models with more parameters to avoid overfitting.
An additional comparison between models is performed with a validation data set nV, which is not used for estimating βMLE. The log-likelihood of βMLE calculated with the validation data set nV, i.e., ln L(βMLE|nV), provides an additional indication of model accuracy.
Numerical investigations
Study area: Cyprus
We employ data from the Republic of Cyprus, which is selected due to its representative Eastern Mediterranean climate (short cool winters followed by long hot and dry summers), vegetation and fire history and data availability. The study area and the five weather stations used in the analysis are indicated in Fig. 2a . The natural areas on the island are mainly covered by coniferous forests (e.g., Pinus brutia), whereas the permanent cultivated areas are dominated by vineyards. The highest peak of the study area is Olympus mountain of the Troodos massiv (1952 m a.s.l. - corresponds to a mean annual number of fire occurrences of 123.
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Data types and data sources
Both spatial and temporal explicit data are used in this study. Data are managed in a geodatabase processed with ArcGIS ® 10.1 (ESRI, Redlands, CA, USA) and Python ® 2.6.8 (Python Software Foundation, Wilmington, DE, USA) and are attached to a 1 km 2 grid covering the whole area of the case study (6447 grid cells). The population density in each grid cell (people km -2 ) is determined from the municipality census data (Fig. 2c) . The road density (km km -2 ) is computed from the actual length of roads in each cell (Fig. 2d) . The land cover type assigned to each cell is the one covering the largest area within that cell (Fig. 2e) . According to Corine land cover (2006), forests and semi-natural areas together with agricultural areas cover the largest part of the study area. The land cover type "Pastures" is included into the "UrbanWetland" land covers, since it covered only a small area of the case study (7 km 2 ).
Weather data interpolation and CFFWIS calculation
Daily weather observations (extracted from 3 hr and 6 hr observations) are interpolated using Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW -Shepard 1968) . Daily values of the CFFWIS components are then calculated for each grid cell based on the interpolated values.
Temperature is additionally adjusted to the altitude based on the normal lapse rate (0.65 °C/100m -Leemans & Cramer 1991). At each weather station i, the equivalent temperature at sea level is computed from the measured noon temperature Ti as T0,i=Ti +0.0065·hi, where hi is the altitude of the weather station in m. The IDW interpolation is performed using the T0,i values, resulting in a temperature value at sea level T0,c for each cell c. The daily noon value of temperature in each cell Tc is then computed as Tc =T0,c-0.0065·hc. Here, hc is the altitude at the center of cell c.
After the weather observations are interpolated, the daily FWI is calculated for each cell based on the formulation given in Van Wagner & Pickett (1985) . The starting values of the fuel moisture codes for the first day (Jan 1) are the ones proposed in Law 
Parameter estimation
After the data pre-processing, weather interpolation and FWI calculation, each of the 6447 grid cells is described by spatial information, noon daily weather conditions and FWI, and recorded fire events for the period 2006-2010 (11,772,222 records) . Only the records of the period 2006-2009 (9,419,067 records) are used for parameter estimation.
Poisson regression with MLE is employed as described above. Various candidate models for the fire occurrence rate λ were learnt with the data. All models are of the form given in eqn. 3 and differ only in the selection of parameters employed. From these models, five were selected and are presented in this paper.
Results
Preliminary data analysis
Preliminary analysis of the time series 2006-2010 is shown in Fig. 3 and in the Supplementary Material (Fig. S3, Fig. S4 ). As there are 616 recorded fires, the average occurrence rate of fires in this period is 5.5 × 10 -5 fires d -1 km -2 . The results of Fig. 3 show that there is a statistically significant difference in the conditional means of ISI, BUI and FWI, which indicate their potential as explanatory variables in the regression model. However, by comparing the conditional distributions graphically, it is also clear that the components alone have only limited prediction ability. For example, fires occurred also on days and locations with FWI values close to zero.
Regression analysis
The investigated alternative candidate models included the components BUI, ISI and FWI of the CFFWIS. 
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Prediction of daily fire occurrence in the Mediterranean models, the AIC is applied, which corresponds to the maximum log likelihood value and combined with a term that punishes the use of additional model parameters to avoid overfitting (see eqn. 8). The model including both BUI and ISI (M_BUI_ISI) performed better than M_BUI and M_ISI, and all three models proved to perform worse than M_FWI. For this reason, FWI is selected to express fire weather conditions in the further investigated models. In Tab. 1 models M1 to M5 are arranged according to their increasing number of explanatory variables, starting from M1 that includes FWI as the sole variable (M_FWI), to M5 with 12 variables, including FWI, road and population density and land cover types. As an example, the predicted rate of fires according to model M5 is (eqn. 9):
In models M2, M3 and M5, road density as well as (road density) 2 are included as explanatory variables, to represent the non-linear effect of road density on the fire occurrence rate observed from Fig. S4c (in Supplementary Material). It is important to stress that road and population density are highly positively correlated, and are also dependent on land cover type.
Based on the learning data set, model M5 performs best, as it exhibits the lowest AIC, followed by M3 and M4. The estimated parameters of the explanatory variables FWI, road density and population density in all models M1-M5 are consistent. In models M4 and M5, the estimated parameters of the land cover types take slightly different values. They are higher in M4 due to the fact that in M5 the additional terms in the link function describing road and population density on average take a value slightly above zero.
It is also worthwhile noting that the variables describing road and population density in Model M5 are not independent of the land use type. Pearson's correlation coefficient r between population density and urban & wetlands land cover type is 0.48 and between road density and urban & wetlands is 0.59. Therefore, the variables population and road density in model M5 partly express the fact that fires are less likely in urban areas. In M4, where these variables are not present, this effect is fully described by β11 alone. Because of this dependence, there is also a significant correlation (r = 0.56) between population and road density.
Eqn. 4 is used to compare the sensitivity of the studied models to changes in the explanatory variables. Tab. 2 shows the relative change of λ, as predicted by M5, when changing one explanatory variable and keeping all others fixed. For FWI, population density and road density, the change of the variable is equal to one standard deviation σ, whereas the land cover types change from 0 to 1. For higher FWI, λ increases and for higher population density λ decreases. These results agree with results in Fig. S4 (Supplementary Material).
Prediction
Fire observations of the study area in 2010 are used to verify the predictive ability of the proposed models. The best model is the one that best discriminates the actual locations with fire occurrences from those without. This is described by the sum of iForest 10: 32-40 36
Tab. 1 -Selected models with explanatory variables and estimated parameters (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) Tab. 3 -Predicted fire occurrence rate at the locations of fires shown in Fig. 4 .
Day in 2010
Fire locations the likelihood values for all cells and all days of the prediction data set. Model M5 predicts the highest log-likelihood for the entire data of 2010 (Tab. 3), which indicates that this model is the best in predicting fire occurrence among all investigated models.
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Two days in 2010 with the highest number of fires are selected to investigate and demonstrate the prediction of the fire occurrence rate with the model (whose parameters were learnt by data for [2006] [2007] [2008] [2009] . Fig. 4a shows the expected number of fires as predicted by the models on October 8, 2010 -the day with the highest number of fires in 2010 (5 fires) and for June 26, 2010. Urban centers are clearly visible in the maps as the areas with permanent low expected fires predicted by all models. Models M4 and M5 generally predict higher occurrence rates than model M1, which includes only the influence of FWI (Tab. 3). However, it is reminded that to assess the predictive power of the model, it is not sufficient to focus on the prediction of fire occurrences. The prediction in all cells must be compared. To this end, one can compare the probability of the observed fire and no-fire events in the entire area on all days in 2010 as predicted by the models. This probability is equal to the likelihood of the final models computed with the 2010 data.
Since the likelihood is only a relative measure of prediction performance, additionally receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves are computed for the dataset of 2010 and each model M1-M5 (Fig. 5) . The ROC curves are computed by considering the binary variable, describing whether a fire occurred. The probability of one or more fires during one day is 1 -exp(-λ). Model M5 has the biggest area under the ROC curve, i.e., it performs best among the 37 iForest 10: 32-40 
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other models, whereas model M1 has the lowest AUC and performs worse among the models. ROC curves are worse, and AUC values are lower, when they are computed for the fine spatial resolution employed here, as opposed to an analysis of a larger area. However, this is a mathematical artefact, but it is important to realize when comparing the values to other published studies. In larger areas, random effects are reduced, as follows from the law of large numbers. It is straightforward to compute ROC curves for the entire study area, since the fire occurrence rate is simply the sum of the occurrence rates in all cells. The AUC values computed for prediction in the entire study area in 2010 is 0.74. This AUC value is the same for all models, because in this computation, the spatial differentiation is lost.
Discussion
This study is a step towards an improved prediction of fire occurrence in the Mediterranean for fire management purposes. The selected probabilistic modeling approach provides a quantitative metric of the ability of different explanatory variables to predict daily fire occurrence. Of particular interest is the ability of the FWI, which was developed for Canada, to predict fire danger in the Mediterranean. As we found in this study, the FWI is a good indicator for fire danger also in the Eastern Mediterranean, even if its prediction ability is lower than in Canada and similar climates. In previous empirical studies, the components of the CFFWIS (FFMC, expressing fine fuel moisture; ISI, representing relative fire spread expected immediately after ignition; and BUI, expressing moisture content of heavier fuels) were found to be relevant indicators for predicting people-caused fire occurrence in Canada (Martell et al. 1987 , Wotton et al. 2003 . FWI was here chosen to express fire weather conditions as it proved to be more expressive than the intermediated components of the CFFWIS. A likely reason for this is that the studied fire events are the ones registered and suppressed by the forest fire department. It can be thus assumed that not all ignited fires are included in the data set. Since the included fire events are those that initiated a threat and suppression efforts had to be undertaken, the proposed model is potentially more relevant for fire management planning. Nevertheless, the observed FWI values in the study area are mostly in a limited range only (Fig. 3) , which limits the ability of the FWI alone to discriminate days and locations with high fire danger from those with low fire danger. This indicates that there might be potential in adjusting the definition of the FWI to local conditions. It may also be investigated if selected weather parameters should be included as explanatory variables in addition to the FWI.
In agreement with previous studies (Cardille et al. 2001 , Pew & Larsen 2001 , Amatulli et al. 2006 , Kalabokidis et al. 2007 , Syphard et al. 2008 , Vilar et al. 2010 , Padilla & Vega-García 2011 , Miranda et al. 2012 , Oliveira et al. 2012 , Martínez-Fernández et al. 2013 , we found that including anthropogenic factors as explanatory variables can significantly improve the prediction of fire occurrence. The comparison of different models showed that a model with land cover types, population and road density has a significantly better predictive ability than one based on FWI alone. Since such data is readily available, it is straightforward to include it in forecasting systems.
Further explanatory variables describing anthropogenic factors may be included in the analysis (see also Cardille et al. 2001 , Oliveira et al. 2012 , Martínez-Fernández et al. 2013 ). However, care should be taken not to introduce redundant variables. Already the three included explanatory variables (land cover type, population and road density) are partly redundant and inter-dependent, e.g., both population and road density are higher in urban areas. This dependency must be considered when transferring the model to other regions.
Due to the randomness of fire occurrence, there is a limitation to any prediction. This is evident in the results presented in this paper. Consider the predicted fire occurrence rate at locations and days where fires occurred, shown in Tab. 3: the rates predicted with the best models are approximately double the average rate of fires in the study area (5.5·10
-5 day -1 km -2 ). Therefore, while the developed models are able to identify days and locations with higher fire risks, they are not -and of course will not -be able to deterministically predict fire occurrences in advance. Nevertheless, the predictions can support the planning of preventive and mitigating measures. Importantly, they also improve the understanding of influential factors.
Conclusions
A probabilistic model was developed for predicting fire occurrences in the Mediterranean based on readily available data on weather conditions, human presence and land cover at the mesoscale. The model was learned with data from Cyprus. In agreement with existing forecasting systems, components of the CFFWIS are included to represent daily weather conditions. Among these components, FWI proved to express best the conditions favoring relevant fires. The final model including environmental and social factors was shown to provide improved predictions compared to a forecast based solely on FWI. 
